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Guide to the evaluation of the essays 

 
The paper should be corrected using the following symbols, and in a colour different from 
that used by the candidate. 
1. Correct answer             
2. Missing part            √  
3. Not closely connected to topic           [    ] 
4. Unnecessary part that cannot be evaluated (crossed out)     
5. Grave mistake in the content (underlined)                                        

6. Meaningless, unclear text, logical problems (underlined)              ∼∼∼∼∼∼ 
7. Inaccurate use of English (underlined)           ………… 
8. Grave spelling or punctuation mistake (underlined)               
 
Under each task, on the left-hand side of a box you can find the number of maximum points 
that can be given. Write the total (added-up) number of points achieved by the candidate 
in one task into the right-hand side of this box. 
The sub-points given for the sub-tasks should also be written on the test paper(s). 
Only the solutions provided in the key can be accepted, and the maximum number of 
points for each task should not be disregarded. The detailed key indicates if (parts of) 
alternative answers, i.e. reasoning, can differ from the ones that are provided in the key. 

 
I. Correcting and evaluating short-answer tasks 

The basis for evaluation is that the answers provided in the key must always be accepted. 
 
Scoring 
Correct answer/ or part of an answer:            0.5 or 1 point (according to the key) 
Incorrect answer:  0 points 
Missing answer:  0 points 
  

0.5 points can only be given where the key specifically allows for it. 
Points allocated to individual parts of a task cannot be further subdivided. 
When adding up the sub points for a task, points should not be rounded up or down, e.g.   3.5 
should be left as 3.5 and not 4 points. 
 
When scoring tasks with answers consisting of several elements or parts: 

• when 2 points can be given and the answer consists of two parts, each correct part can 
be awarded 1 point, 

• when 1 point can be given and the answer consists of two parts, each correct part can 
be awarded 0.5 points. 
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In the case of open-ended questions (e.g. reasoning, text analysis) any answer that has the 
same content as the answer provided in the key should be accepted. (This is why solutions for 
these tasks begin with 'e.g.')  
In the case of tasks where the candidate has had to choose the correct answer from among 
several options, e.g. to decide if a statement is true or false, no points can be given to a 
candidate who has underlined or marked more than one of the options. If a specific number of 
elements are required in one answer and the candidate provides more that this number of 
elements, then they must be evaluated in the order in which they are written.    
Extra points cannot be given. 
Points cannot be subtracted for incorrect or missing answers. 
The key must be followed in all circumstances, except in very special cases, the reason for 
which must be explained in writing. 

 
II. Correcting and evaluating longer, essay-type questions 

1. Choosing the right tasks 
 Altogether three tasks can be evaluated:  
one essay about world history,  
one short essay about Hungarian history,  
one long essay about Hungarian history.  
The two essays about Hungarian history should be about two different periods. 
 
Evaluating the paper when the essay questions were not chosen correctly 
If the candidate chose three tasks but disregarded the guidelines for choosing the right essay 
length or period, etc.  
• the task(s) that would bring the fewest points should be disregarded so that the total 
score is as high as possible 
• the task(s) that are chosen correctly and that would bring the highest number of points 
to the candidate should be evaluated and scored 
If a candidate started working on more than three tasks, but his or her final choice of tasks is 
not indicated properly, and there are three tasks that were chosen correctly, then the task that 
comes earliest in the test booklet should be evaluated, followed by those two that were 
correctly chosen. For example these can be tasks 13, 15, 18 or 14, 15, 18. 
If the candidate starts working on more than three tasks, but s/he has not chosen at least three 
tasks correctly, then those two or that one should be evaluated that were correctly chosen, and 
which would bring the highest number of points. 
If the candidate starts working on all the tasks but has failed to indicate which three s/he 
would like evaluated, then, according to the instructions to the test, tasks 13, 15, 20 should be 
evaluated. 
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2. Evaluating the tasks 
When evaluating the tasks, the following should be taken into consideration:  
a) understanding of the task 
b) proper and relevant content  
c) logical overall structure and accurate language  
The essay-type questions should be evaluated using the key, which contains specific 
guidelines for evaluating the content and the skills that are required. 
 
a) Scoring of ’understanding of the task’: 
When evaluating whether the candidate has understood the task properly, consider the 
following 

• Identifying the task (period, topic): did the candidate write about the problem, topic, 
and period in question? 

• Keeping to the topic, emphasizing the main points: did the candidate focus on the 
main point of the question? 

• Content value, complexity: how complex and relevant are the reasoning and the 
statements? 

• Variety and efficiency of skills used: did the candidate use the appropriate sources, 
and did s/he state the main points and draw the conclusion properly? 

 
First of all decide whether the candidate can be given any points at all (out of the maximum 4 
or 8 points) for ‘understanding of the task’. If not, the total number of points achieved for 
that task can only be 0 too.  
 
For shorter, problem-solving essay tasks 
 
4 points can only be given if the candidate has fully and correctly understood the problem, 
and his/her answer is proportionate, logical and focussed. The candidate uses the sources to 
draw important conclusions; the ratio of specific and general statements is balanced. 
3 points can be given if the candidate deals with the whole scope of the problem, 
understands it correctly, but the answer is unbalanced or not focussed. 
2 points can be given if the problem is only partially dealt with, and, although the sources 
are used, no main conclusions are drawn from them. 
1 point can be given if at least one of the statements of the candidate proves that s/he has 
understood the problem, but most of the answer does not focus on identifying or discussing 
the problem task. 
0 points can be given if the candidate has not understood the task or has completely 
misunderstood it, does not use the sources and his/her statements are not relevant to the 
problem. 
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For longer, analysis-type essay tasks 
 
7-8 points can only be given if the candidate has fully and correctly understood the 
problem, and his/her answer is proportionate, logical and focussed. The candidate uses the 
sources to draw important conclusions; the ratio of specific and general statements is 
balanced. 
4-6 points can be given if the candidate deals with the whole scope of the problem, and has 
understood it correctly, but the answer is unbalanced and not focussed. 
2-3 points can be given if the problem is only partially dealt with, and, although the sources 
are used, no main conclusions are drawn from them. 
1 point can be given if at least one of the statements of the candidate proves that s/he has 
understood the problem, but most of the answer does not focus on identifying or discussing 
the problem task. 
0 points can be given if the candidate has not understood the task or has completely 
misunderstood it, does not use the sources, and his/her statements are not relevant to the 
problem. 

 
b) Scoring ‘skills and content’ 
In the key the skills and competences (e.g. location of era and space use of sources) a 
candidate has to show are marked with the letter ‘S’, while the description of what is required 
in terms of content is marked with the letter ‘C’. 
Usually one or two elements of content correspond to a skill or competence in the case of the 
shorter problem-solving essay tasks, whereas in the case of the longer, analysis-type essay 
tasks two or three elements will be involved, especially in the part where the causes of an 
event are to be identified. If the key identifies only one element of content as belonging to a 
skill, then the number of points given for skills and contents must be the same. As a general 
rule, follow the guidelines below when scoring the ‘skills and content’ section: 

Scoring ‘Skills’ (‘S’) 
 
2 points can be given if the score for content belonging to skill is relatively high (more than 
50 percent of the maximum points ) 
1 point can be given if the candidate achieved at least 1 point for content and there are no 
grave mistakes (incorrect facts or statements) 
0 points can be given if the candidate does not get any points for content and his/her answer 
contains a grave mistake. 

 
Naturally, there is a close relationship between these two aspects of scoring, since the skills 
can only be realized and evaluated through (the study of) content. 
The examples (E.g.) provided in the contents section show what can be accepted as good 
answers. Most of the elements of content have two parts: identifying the period and the 
location; using general and specific concepts; listing (identifying and presenting) and 
interpretation (conclusion). If the answer fails to include both of these pairs, then of course it 
means that the score should be halved too, leaving 1 point instead of the maximum 2. 
Obviously in the case of the content other combinations of elements can be accepted, besides 
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those provided in the key, especially in the case of lists and conclusions. Sometimes the key 
uses the word ‘or’ when listing several good examples, but not all correct answers are listed 
here, so these are not the only ones that can be accepted. 
 
Scoring ‘Contents’ (‘C’) 
 
2 points can be given if sufficient accurate information is included, the analysis refers 
properly and adequately to the sources (author, intentions, conditions, etc.), identifies several 
typical causes and results, and/or mentions people who are involved in the historical events. 
1 point can be given if insufficient and not very relevant information, conclusions, or 
statements, and only few (and not very typical) data are included. 
0 points can be given if no data are provided, relationships between events are not 
identified, or the statements are incorrect.  

 
c) Scoring ’structure and clear language’ 
 
For shorter, problem-solving essay tasks 
 
2 points can be given if the text is structured and well-built of clear sentences, without grave 
spelling or punctuation mistakes. 
1 point can be given if the text contains several grammar and spelling mistakes. 
0 points can be given if the text is merely an outline, an incoherent set of sentences. 

 
For longer, analysis-type essay tasks 
 
7-8 points can be given if the text is logically structured, coherent and well-built of clear 
sentences, suits the content, with detailed and varied statements, and without spelling, 
punctuation or grammar mistakes. 
4-6 points can be given if the text is not very logically structured, but contains clear 
sentences; some of the statements are simple, one-sided, and there are some minor spelling, 
punctuation or grammar mistakes. 
2-3 points can be given if the text contains clear sentences but is poorly structured, lacks the 
right proportions, and is incomplete (e.g. the introductory, body or concluding paragraph is 
missing). The statements are simplified, one-sided, with errors in the use of language. 
1 point can be given if the text contains sentences, but without textual or contextual 
coherence, and with grave spelling, punctuation and grammar mistakes. 
0 points can be given if the answer is merely an outline made up of words, rather than 
sentences. 

 
3. The length of compositions 
The ability to express ideas within the constraints of a set number of lines is an important 
writing skill. However, in well-justified cases paragraphs may exceed the dotted lines by 2-3 
lines (in the case of short tasks) or 4-5 lines (longer tasks), and be evaluated.  
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4. Recommended steps in evaluating the essay-type tasks 
1. Study the key for the task. 
2. Study the evaluation guide above. 
3. Check whether the candidate has chosen the tasks correctly. 
4. Read the candidate’s essay at least twice. 
5. Give the various scores using the guides for scoring. 
6. Add up the scores that will give the total number of points, then divide by 2 to get the exam 
points.  
7. Do not round the scores for the tasks up or down.  
8. Add up the exam points of the three essays. (Do not round the complete exam score up or 
down.) 

 
III. How to calculate the final score of the exam paper 

 
Add up the scores of the first and second parts (I and II) (Do not round the final score up or 
down.) 
 
Tables for evaluating and scoring the tasks 
 
Short essay tasks 

 
 

Criteria Maximum Achieved 
 points 

Understanding of task 4  
Location: era and place 4  
Use of special vocabulary 4  
Use of sources 4  
Describing the reasons behind events 6  
Structure, clear language 2  
Total 24  

 DIVIDED BY 2 
Exam points 12  

 
Long essay tasks 
 

Criteria Maximum Achieved 
 points 

Understanding of task 8  
Location: era and place 4  
Use of special vocabulary 4  
Use of sources 8  
Describing the reasons behind an event 10  
Structure, clear language 8  
Total 42  

 DIVIDED BY 2 
Exam points 21  
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I. SHORT ANSWER TASKS 
 

1. Roman monuments in Pannonia (1 point per item, total: 3 points) 
 

text photo 
a) D 
b) C 
c) A   

2.  Architectural styles in the Middle Ages (0.5 points per item, total: 4 points) 
 
     a) A: Romanesque  B: Gothic 
     b) Romanesque: 1, 5 
          Gothic: 2, 3, 4, 6 
 
3. Royal revenues in the Middle Ages (Total: 4 points) 
 
    a) Charles Robert (0.5 points) 
    b) royal land grants (Other similar answers are also acceptable.) (1 point) 
    c) thirtieth 
    d) serfs 
    e) E.g. The country's economic development, or the switch-over to a monetary economy, or 
        the development of mining, etc. (Other similar answers are also acceptable.) (1 point) 
  
4. The spread of the Reformation (Total: 5 points) 
 

a)  Church of England 

 Lutheran/Evangelical (German branch) 

 Calvinist/Reformed (Swiss Reformation) 

(0.5 points per item, total: 1.5 points) 
 

b) Lutheran or Evangelical,  

Calvinist or Reformed,  

Unitarian or anti-Trinitarian 

      (Any correct answer is acceptable.) (1 point per item) 

c) The Jesuits/Society of Jesus (0.5 points) 

 
5. The Treaty of Szatmár, which concluded the Rákóczi freedom fight (Total: 4 points) 
 
a) (0.5 points per item) 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Yes 
4. No 
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b) […] The rights, the privileges, and the liberties of both Hungary and Transylvania shall be 
held sacred and shall not be altered […]. (1 point) 
c) the Golden Bull (0.5 points) 
d) the clause/right of resistance (0.5 points) 
       
6. The consequences of the industrial revolution (1 point per item, total: 4 points) 
 

 
 
7. The functioning of the dual state (1 point per item, total: 3 points) 
 
a) common monarch or Franz Josef 
b) common ministries or common affairs 
c) government (reporting to the Diet) 
 
8. The holocaust (1 point per item, total: 3 points) 

Term Number of the source 
a) Deportation 1. 
b) Ghetto 3. 
c) Concentration camps 4. 

 
9. The disintegration of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy (Total: 3 points) 
 
     a) Austria, Czechoslovakia, Romania, Yugoslavia/Kingdom of Serbia, Croatia and 
         Slovenia (0.5 points per item). 
     b) principles of ethnicity (0.5 points). 
     c) Little Entente (1 point) 

 
 
 

Development of large capitalist 
estates 

Crisis of peasants' farms 

Migration of peasants to towns 

Mechanisation 

Industrial revolution 

Long working 
hours 
 

Wage earners 

Inhuman 
conditions 
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10. Hungary's war losses (Total: 4 points) 
 
       a) infrastructure (0.5 points) 
       b) E.g. air raids or combat at the front or requisitioning by German and Soviet troops, etc. 
           (Other similar answers are also acceptable.) (1 point per item) 
       c) Fighting also affected the civilian population, or as a consequence of the holocaust, or 
           the front moved across the country, or the air raids/bombing, etc. (Other similar 
           answers are also acceptable.) (1 point) 
       d) at the bend of the River Don or at Voronezh (0.5 points) 

 
11. Problems in Eastern Central Europe (Total: 4 points) 
 
       a) decreased significantly (0.5 points) 
       b) went into recession or decreased (0.5 points) 
       c) E.g. collapse of the eastern markets, or loss of market share, or the end of Comecon, or 
           the transformation of the structure of industry, or the switch-over to the market 
           economy. (Other similar answers are also acceptable.) (1 point) 
       d) E.g. the system change/change of regime or the disintegration of the socialist bloc.  
           (1 point) 
       e) E.g. greater unemployment, poverty, significant drop in the standard of living, 
           increasing social inequality. (Other similar answers are also acceptable.) (0.5 points 
           per item) 
 
12. Civil rights in Hungary (0.5 points per item, total: 4 points) 

 
          a) Art. 70/A (1) 
          b) Art. 69 (3) 
          c) national referendum or local referendum or national popular initiative or local 
              popular initiative 
             Any two answers are acceptable. 
         d)  

1. They can be elected to the mayor's office in local authority elections. 
2. They have the right to vote in local authority elections. 
3. They can be elected to be a member of parliament. 
4. They can vote for members of parliament in parliamentary elections. 
5. They have the right to participate in referenda on local issues. 

         e) They can be elected to be a representative in the local government. 
             They cannot be elected to the mayor's office (including the mayor of Budapest). 
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II. LONGER, ESSAY-TYPE QUESTIONS 
13. The Renaissance (short) 

Criteria Skills and content Points
Understanding of 
task 

The candidate describes characteristic features of the 
Renaissance and mentions the social background of its 
evolution. 
Using the sources the answer refers to essential connections, e.g. 
the Renaissance broke with the formerly dominant world view 
of the Middle Ages and found support in the spirit of antiquity.  

0–4 

Location: place 
and era 

S The candidate correctly locates historical events in place and 
time. 
C The candidate states that Renaissance was the predominant 
style from the 14th century until the end of the 16th century and 
that it started from Italy and spread over most of Europe. 

0–4 

Use of special 
vocabulary 

S The candidate uses both general and topic-specific historical 
terminology correctly.  
C The candidate uses the following general terms and 
expressions: art, idea, style of the period, architecture, etc., and 
uses topic-specific terms: e.g. Renaissance, Humanism, the 
human at the centre, etc. 

0–4 

Use of sources S The candidate uses the information in the sources in his/her 
answer and comes to simple conclusions. 
C E.g. The candidate states that there was a revival of ancient 
forms in the arts (identifies architectural solutions, or refers to 
mythological themes, etc.) and recognises that artists broke with 
the other-worldly approach of the Middle Ages, or human 
beauty and the representation of nature were at the centre of 
their work. 

0–4 

Describing 
reasons behind 
events  

S The candidate reveals the role of antiquity in forming the 
Renaissance approach and interprets the social background of 
the new approach. 
C E.g. the candidate states that artists identified with the ancient 
concept of the human (skilled, well-educated, knowledgeable in 
many areas) and also says that for this reason the greatest artists 
were also engaged in scientific research (Leonardo da Vinci, 
Michelangelo, etc.). 
C E.g. the candidate states that prosperous burghers and princes 
of the Italian cities which were growing in wealth and going 
through bourgeois transformation played an important part in the 
development of the Renaissance.  S/he also says that apart from 
their love for the arts, they were also motivated by a desire to 
increase the grandeur of their power, or s/he says that 
sponsoring the arts is also a tradition inherited from antiquity. 

0–6 

Structure, clear 
language 

The text is logically constructed and uses full sentences. The 
answer has no grave errors of accuracy or spelling. 0–2 

TOTAL FOR THIS TASK 24 

MAXIMUM EXAM SCORE 12 
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14. The Bolshevik takeover (short) 

Criteria Skills and content Points

Understanding 
of task 

The candidate describes how the Bolsheviks took advantage of 
the new political situation in Russia after the overthrow of the 
czar to seize power. 
Using the sources the candidate in his/her answer refers to the 
essential connections (e.g. absolutism was weakened as a 
consequence of economic backwardness and the effects of the 
world war.) 

0–4 

Location: place 
and era 

S The candidate correctly locates historical events in place and 
time. 
C E.g. the candidate states that the Bolshevik takeover 
happened after Lenin's return in the autumn of 1917, and also 
says that took place at Petersburg [Petrograd], the capital of 
Russia, or says that the influence of the Bolsheviks especially 
grew in the cities. 

0–4 

Use of special 
vocabulary 

S The candidate uses both general and topic-specific historical 
terms correctly. 
C The candidate uses the following general terms: power, 
government, revolution, crisis, interior policy, dissatisfaction, 
etc., and uses topic-specific terms correctly: Bolsheviks, Soviet, 
communism, Bolshevik takeover, dual power, coup, etc. 

0–4 

Use of sources 

S The candidate uses the information in the sources in his/her 
answer and comes to simple conclusions.  
C E.g.: the candidate mentions characteristic features of the 
new political set-up ("dual power", vigorous Bolshevik 
propaganda, political instability, divided soviet, government 
crisis, etc.), and says that the Bolsheviks under Lenin's 
leadership consciously manipulated this instability in (interior) 
politics to increase their own influence (role). 

0–4 

Describing 
reasons behind 
events 

S The candidate reveals the factors in interior policy which 
increased the Bolsheviks' influence in the soviet and in Russian 
politics at the expense of the Interim Government.  
C E.g. the candidate mentions that the Interim Government did 
not fulfil the two basic popular demands: signing the peace and 
the agrarian reform. The candidate says that the Bolsheviks 
promised to fulfil these demands both in their programme and 
their philosophy for the future (communism). 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that even with their vigorous 
propaganda, the influence of the Bolsheviks only increased in 
big cities and/or city soviets, and says that this proved to be 
sufficient to seize power as the government did not dispose of 
adequate military force. 

0–6 

Structure, clear 
language 

The text is logically constructed and uses full sentences. The 
answer has no grave errors of accuracy or spelling. 0–2 

TOTAL FOR THIS TASK 24 
MAXIMUM EXAM SCORE 12 
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15. Lifestyle and society in 10th-century Hungary (short) 
 

Criteria Skills and content Points

Understanding 
of task 

The candidate describes characteristic features of lifestyle and 
society in the period of the conquest.  
Using the sources the candidate in his/her answer refers to the 
essential connections. E.g.:  in that period lifestyle and society 
went through some significant changes: the former migratory 
lifestyle was replaced by the establishment of settlements.  

0–4 

Location: place 
and era 

S The candidate correctly locates historical events in place and 
time and establishes the correct chronology of events. 
C The candidate mentions that the period of settlement was 
between the conquest (895-900) and the end of the 10th century, 
or s/he says that the geographical area of the settlement was the 
Carpathian Basin, or mentions the geographical features of the 
process of the conquerors' settlement. 

0–4 

Use of special 
vocabulary 

S The candidate uses both general and topic-specific historical 
terms correctly. 
C The candidate uses the following general terms: society, 
lifestyle, inequality in property, etc.,  and uses topic-specific 
terms correctly: conquest, settlement, foreign raids, foundation 
of the state, tribe, clan, commoners, clan-based society, semi-
nomadic, etc. 

0–4 

Use of sources 

S The candidate uses the information in the sources in his/her 
answer and comes to simple conclusions.  
C E.g.: the candidate uses the source to say that some 
Hungarians were still living in yurtas, while others already had 
permanent living quarters (dugout cottage [veremház]) and also 
says that settlement had begun, or describes the structure of 
10th-century society and says that similarly to lifestyle society 
went through transformations as well.  

0–4 

Describing 
reasons behind 
events 

S The candidate reveals the nature of the changes in lifestyle 
and society. 
C E.g.: s/he mentions that at the time of their arrival in the 
Carpathian Basin Hungarians had a nomadic or semi-nomadic 
lifestyle and says that this lifestyle was gradually supplanted as 
a consequence of settling down. 
C E.g.: s/he states that 10th-century society was a disintegrating 
clan-based society and says that this was caused by the 
increasing inequality in property, or states that the foreign raids 
started after the settlement and says that the spoils of these 
campaigns further increased the inequality in property, which 
already existed in a clan-based society.  

0–6 

Structure, clear 
language 

The text is logically constructed and uses full sentences. The 
answer has no grave errors of accuracy or spelling. 0–2 

TOTAL FOR THIS TASK 24 
MAXIMUM EXAM SCORE 12 
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16.  The Turkish conquests (long) 

 

Criteria Skills and content Points

Understanding 
of task 

The candidate concentrates on the process of Turkish 
conquests between 1541 and 1566. 
In a concise answer the candidate describes how the 
balance of power between the Habsburg and the Turkish 
Empires in Hungary made the unification of the different 
regions impossible. 
In his/her analysis the candidate reveals the causes and the 
consequences of the Turkish campaigns. (E.g. the Turkish 
campaign of 1552 was connected to György Fráter's 
Habsburg policy). 
In his/her answer the candidate uses, interprets and 
compares the sources, and extracts the most significant 
points and draws conclusions. 

0–8 

Location: place 
and era 

S The candidate correctly locates historical events in place 
and time. 
C E.g. the candidate states that after the Turks had taken 
Buda in 1541, the country broke into three parts. S/he also 
says or it can be deduced that the candidate knows about 
the changes of the internal borders of tripartite Hungary, or 
mentions decisive events of the period together with their 
locations (Buda, 1541; Eger, 1552; Szigetvár, 1566). 

0–4 

Use of special 
vocabulary 

S The candidate uses both general and topic-specific 
historical terminology correctly.  
C The candidate uses general terms properly: conquest, 
balance of power, empire, campaign, treaty, sultan, etc., and 
uses the following topic-specific terms properly: territory 
under enemy [Turkish] occupation, Habsburg Hungary, 
border castle, system of border castles, Treaty of Várad, 
Turkish vassal,  etc. 

0–4 

Use of sources 

S The candidate uses the information in the sources in 
his/her answer and comes to simple conclusions. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that Szapolyai did not intend 
to adhere to the Treaty of Várad after the birth of his son, 
and s/he also says that the reason for this was that now he 
intended the throne for his son.  
C E.g. the candidate mentions that György Fráter made 
secret pacts with the Habsburgs on several occasions, and 
s/he also says that this was because he expected them to 
reunite the country. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions the routes of the principal 
military campaigns (1541, 1552, 1566), the territory under 
Turkish occupation, and s/he also says that the first stage of 
territorial expansion in Hungary concluded with the death 
of Sultan Suleiman I, or that these campaigns finalised the 
tripartite division of the country.  

0–8 
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Describing 
reasons behind 
events 

S The candidate reveals the characteristic features, causes 
and consequences of the Turkish campaigns. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that following Szapolyai's 
death the sultan no longer trusted his vassal, and s/he also 
says that for this reason he seized and kept Buda during the 
campaign of 1541 (and with this, the country broke up into 
three parts), or s/he mentions that the country broke up into 
three parts and says that this was the result of an agreement 
between the two great powers.  
C E.g. the candidate mentions that the military forces 
dispatched to Transylvania by the Habsburgs in 1551 were 
not sufficient to seize this territory, and s/he also says that 
this forced György Fráter into his manoeuvres with the 
Turks.  
C E.g. the candidate mentions that the Turkish campaign of 
1552 aimed at preventing the unification of Habsburg 
Hungary and Transylvania, and s/he also says that 
Transylvania remained a vassal of the Turks, since the 
Habsburgs could not keep it. 
C The candidate uses her/his own knowledge to support and 
complete the analyses.     

0–10 
 

Structure, clear 
language  

The text is logically constructed and uses full sentences. The 
sentences are clear and unambiguous. 
The analysis is a well-constructed text which serves the logical 
exposition of the contents. 
The statements made by the candidate give evidence of good 
analytical skills. 
The answer has no grave errors of accuracy or spelling. 

0–8 

TOTAL FOR THIS TASK 42 

MAXIMUM EXAM SCORE 21 
 

17. March 15, 1848 (short) 
 

Criteria Skills and content Points 
Understanding 
of task 

The candidate concentrates on the achievements of the 
revolution in Pest on March 15, 1848 and analyses the role of 
the masses. 
Using the sources the candidate refers to important 
connections (e.g. the 12 points contain the principal elements 
of bourgeois transformation, which are the typical 
characteristics of the modern bourgeois state). 

0–4 

Location: 
place and era 

S The candidate correctly locates historical events in place and 
time. 
C E.g. the candidate states that the revolution took place on 
March 15, 1848, and s/he may mention the reform period 
(1830-48) as an antecedent or the April laws as a consequence. 
The candidate mentions some geographical connections of the 
question (e.g. the revolutionary centres: Pest, Vienna, Pozsony, 
or s/he mentions the locations of the revolution). 

0–4 
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Use of special 
vocabulary 

S The candidate uses both general and topic-specific historical 
terminology correctly.  
C The candidate uses the following general terms: bourgeois 
transformation, revolution, oppression, mass movement, etc., 
and s/he uses the following topic-specific terms: censorship, 
sharing of tax burdens, the youth of March, national guard 
[nemzetőrség], responsible government, etc.  

0–4 

Use of sources S The candidate uses the information in the sources in his/her 
answer and comes to simple conclusions.  
C E.g. s/he states the demands formulated in the 12 points 
(freedom of the press, sharing of tax burdens, etc.) and says 
that they promoted bourgeois transformation, or says that 
masses of people joined the youth of March and this 
contributed to the success of the revolution. 

0-4 

Describing 
reasons behind 
events 

S The candidate reveals how the events in Pest contributed to 
bourgeois transformation in the country. 
C E.g. the candidate reveals that the 12 points demanding 
bourgeois transformation fundamentally coincided with the 
aims of the liberal nobility of the reform period, and also says 
that this was why liberal nobles supported the movement of the 
youth. 
C E.g. the candidate states that the events which took place in 
the streets contributed to the decision of the royal court to back 
down, and s/he also says that the appointment of the 
government and the passing of the April laws were both 
consequences of this decision. 

0–6 

Structure, 
clear language 

The text is logically constructed and uses full sentences. The 
answer has no grave errors of accuracy or spelling. 0–2 

TOTAL FOR THIS TASK  24 

MAXIMUM EXAM SCORE 12 
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18.  Dualism   (long) 

Criteria Skills and content Points

Understanding 
of task 

The candidate analyses the social position of the aristocracy 
and the upper middle class. 
In a concise answer the candidate describes the role, the 
situation, and the living conditions of the aristocracy and 
the upper middle class.  
The answer reveals the similarities and the differences 
between the two leading social groups. (E.g. the historical 
classes fundamentally managed politics and public 
administration, while members of the upper middle class 
played the principal role in the economy, but the two groups 
were in close political and personal contact.) 
In his/her answer the candidate uses and interprets the sources, 
extracts the most important points, and draws conclusions.  

0–8 

Location: place 
and era 

S The candidate correctly locates historical events in place 
and time. 
C E.g. the candidate states that the period of the Dual 
Monarchy was between 1867 and 1914/1918, and s/he also 
says that Hungary and Austria formed a single common 
state (the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy) or that the upper 
middle class was principally from Budapest. 

0–4 

Use of special 
vocabulary 

S The candidate uses both general and topic-specific 
historical terminology correctly.  
C The candidate uses general terms properly: e.g. society, 
social group, large estate, manufacturing industry, 
bourgeois, lifestyle, etc.  and the following topic-specific 
terms and expressions: great landowner, aristocracy, upper 
middle class, torlódott társadalom [the new middle class 
lived side by side with the groups which preserved 
traditional forms], social mobility, evolution of the 
bourgeoisie, assimilation, etc. 

0–4 

Use of sources 

S The candidate uses the information in the sources and 
comes to conclusions. 
C E.g. s/he mentions that a particular "social dualism" 
evolved in the leading groups of Hungarian society and also 
says that the landed aristocracy and the upper middle class 
exercised power together and in close contact with each 
other. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that a modern manufacturing 
industry evolved by the 1880s and also says that the 
appearance of a small upper middle class can be dated to 
the turn of the century.  
C E.g. the candidate mentions that the lifestyle of the upper 
middle class was very similar to that of the aristocracy, its 
members did not have contacts with other sections of 
society. The candidate may also refer to the fact that the 
two social groups differed in their respective value systems. 

0–8 
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Describing the 
reasons behind 
events 

S The candidate analyses and compares the social roles, the 
situation and the living circumstances of the aristocracy and 
the upper middle class. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that the evolution of the 
bourgeoisie started late in Hungary and also says that as a 
consequence of this a so-called torlódott társadalom [the 
new middle class lived side by side with the groups which 
preserved traditional forms] developed. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that a significant part of the 
upper middle class was of Jewish origin and also says that 
the aristocracy accepted the new elite, which was intent on 
assimilation, thanks to the liberal spirit of the period, but 
the two social groups did not merge. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that as a result of political 
liberalism, part of the aristocracy also became involved in 
business (industrial projects, positions on boards of 
directors, etc.) and s/he also says that this resulted in closer 
contacts with the upper middle class, or s/he mentions that 
the country went through significant economic development 
and social transformation during the period of the Dual 
Monarchy with the aristocracy largely involved in the 
development of agriculture, while the interests of the upper 
middle class lay in industrial development.  
C The candidate uses her/his own knowledge to support and 
complete the analyses.  

0–10 
 

Structure, clear 
language 

The text is logically constructed and uses full sentences. The 
sentences are clear and unambiguous. 
The analysis is a well-constructed text which serves the logical 
exposition of the contents. 
The statements made by the candidate give evidence of good 
analytical skills. 
The answer has no grave errors of accuracy or spelling 

0–8 

TOTAL FOR THIS TASK 42 

MAXIMUM EXAM SCORE 21 
 
 
 
 
19. The German occupation of Hungary (short) 
 
 

Criteria Skills and content Points 

Understanding of 
task 

In his/her presentation and analysis the candidate 
concentrates on the consequences of the German occupation. 
Using the sources the candidate refers to important related 
issues (e.g. Hungary effectively lost its sovereignty and so 
became subordinate to Germany both economically and 
politically.) 

 
0–4 
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Location: place 
and era 

S The candidate correctly locates historical events in place 
and time. 
C E.g. s/he states that the German occupation of Hungary 
started on March 19, 1944 and s/he also mentions 
geographical features of the world war situation (landings in 
Normandy, etc.).  

0–4 

Use of special 
vocabulary 

S The candidate uses both general and topic-specific 
historical terminology correctly. 
C: The candidate uses general terms: e.g. sovereignty, 
occupation, military presence, front-line, raw material, 
industrial product, etc., and uses topic-specific terms: e.g. 
Jewish laws, ghetto, deportation, governor, plenipotentiary 
envoy, etc.  

0–4 

Use of sources 

S The candidate uses information from the sources in his/her 
answer and comes to simple conclusions. 
C E.g. the candidate states that Germany extended its 
control over the Hungarian government and s/he also says 
that its aim was to use the country's economic resources for 
military purposes, or s/he says that the occupation brought 
former relatively independent policy-making to an end, and 
the persecution of Jews and anti-German forces commenced 
at the same time.   

0–4 

Describing 
reasons behind 
events 

S The candidate reveals the consequences of the German 
occupation of Hungary. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that Hitler subordinated 
Hungary to the interests of the Reich in every respect and 
s/he also says that at the same time he left the country an 
appearance of independence for political reasons. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that the annihilation of 
Hungarian Jewry started and s/he also says that the influence 
of the extreme right became even stronger in Hungary. 

0–6 

Structure, clear 
language 

The text is logically constructed and uses full sentences. The 
answer has no grave errors of accuracy or spelling. 0–2 

TOTAL FOR THIS TASK 24 

MAXIMUM EXAM SCORE 12 
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20. The Kádár system (long) 
 

Criteria Skills and content Points
Understanding 
of task 

The candidate concentrates on lifestyle changes in Hungarian 
society in 1960s and 1970s Hungary and s/he presents people's 
everyday life. 
The analysis reveals the political and social compromise, at 

the centre of which was the intention to maintain a high 
standard of living. 
In a concise answer the candidate describes the political and 
economic background of a rising standard of living, for 
example, s/he mentions the economic reforms and the 
subsequent large national debt. 
In his or her answer the candidate uses and interprets sources, 

extracts the most significant points and draws conclusions  

0–8 

Location: place 
and era 

S The candidate correctly locates historical events in place 
and time. 
C The candidate correctly locates in time both the Kádár 
system (after 1956) and its great days (1960s and 1970s) and 
s/he mentions that Hungary was involved in the socialist 
integration (Comecon). 

0–4 

Use of special 
vocabulary 

S The candidate uses both general and topic-specific historical 
terminology correctly. 
C The candidate uses the following general terms: reform, 
standard of living, consumer goods, crisis, etc., and the 
following topic-specific terms: planned economy, party-
state, one-party system, debt, housing estate, etc. 

0–4 

Use of sources S In his/her answer the candidate uses information in the 
sources and comes to simple conclusions. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that the number of flats and 
consumer durables gradually rose and s/he also says that this 
was thanks to the economic reforms. 
 C E.g. the candidate realises that urbanisation and the general 
use of consumer durables significantly raised the standard of 
living and s/he also says that maintaining a high standard 
became one of the main aims of policy-makers. 
C The candidate realises that in the world economy negative 
trends were gaining strength from the middle of the 1970s and 
that parallel with this the Hungarian economy slowly went 
into recession. 

0–8 

Describing 
reasons behind 
events 

S The candidate reveals the political and economic 
background of the rising standard of living. 
C E.g. the candidate reveals that growing public consumption 
and the rising standard of living were the consequences of 
Kádár's economic reforms and s/he also says that this was 
partly achieved through the self-exploitation of the population. 
C E.g. the candidate recognises that owing to both external 
and internal causes the Hungarian economy was not capable 
of adapting to the changes which were produced by the oil 
crisis on the world market and s/he also says that western 

0–10 
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loans could only counterbalance this for a limited period, or 
they led to the country's slowly increasing debts. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that there was an agreement 
between political leaders and society (society does not 
interfere in politics and in exchange for this the party helps 
raise the standard of living) and s/he also says that this 
agreement started to disintegrate from the 1980s. 
C The candidate uses her/his own knowledge to support and 
complete the analyses. 

Structure, clear 
language 

The text is logically constructed and uses full sentences. The 
sentences are clear and unambiguous. 
The analysis is a well-constructed text which serves the logical 
exposition of the contents. 
The statements made by the candidate give evidence of good 
analytical skills. 
The answer has no grave errors of accuracy or spelling. 

0–8 

TOTAL FOR THIS TASK 42 

MAXIMUM EXAM SCORE 21 
 

 
 
 

 
 


